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Let X be a Banach space and for s = -1, -2, -3,... let QS : X -+ X 
be linear and completely continuous. 
MAIN RESULT. For any c > 0 the number of linearly independent 
solutions {x, / s = 0, -1, -2,...} of 
fulfilling 
X - Qsxs s+1 s = -1, -2, -3,... 
li~s_“m”p cS II x8 II < m 
(0.1) 
(0.2) 
is finite (and an upper bound may be obtained), provided that QS are 
,,uniformly completely continuous” (cf. Note 2.2). 
Let for the moment X be a Hilbert space; in this special case the above 
statement was proved in [l, Theorem 21. Let Y be a linear subspace of X, 
dim Y = m < 03 and let QS lr be the restriction of QS to Y. The crucial 
point of the proof in [I] is that there exists a sequence (t,}, & -+ 0 with 
m + co such that 
I det Qs I y I G &J” (0.3) 
(independently of s and Y, dim Y = m), QS being uniformly completely 
continuous. Y and QS(Y) are Euclidean spaces, the scalar product being 
defined by injection to X and QS jr : Y + QS( Y); if QS Iy is nonsingular, 
orthonormal bases in Y and in QS( Y) are used to define det QS 1 r . 
Let again X be a Banach space, Y a linear subspace of X, dim Y = m < CO. 
Y and QS(Y) are linear normed spaces by injection to X and there are no 
distinguished sets of bases in Y and Q8( Y) to define det QS jr . Therefore 
in Section 1 there is introduced the map Dt. Let (Yi , I&, i = 1,2 be 
m-dimensional linear normed spaces, C&V) denoting the norm of y E Yi , 
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i = 1, 2 and let di : Yr --f Ys be linear. The map Dt assigns to the triple 
((Yl P cplh (Yz 9 94 @) a nonnegative real, which is denoted by Dt @; Dt is 
nontrivial, multiplicative, and its links with the norms of restrictions of @ 
to linear subspaces of Yi are expressed in assertion (iii) of Theorem 1. I. 
In Section 2 the estimate 
Dt Qs IY G g(m) .K$“ (0.4) 
is established (independently on s and Y, dim Y = m, Qs being uniformly 
completely continuous); g(m) is defined in Definition 1.2 and &,, --f 0 with 
m + co (cf. Theorem 2.1 together with the assumption lim,,, pi = 0). 
However, g(m) -+ 00 with m - 00 and Dt Qs /r need not be small for m 
large, but for some m and p an estimate of Dt Qs+a--l o Qs+,-s o ... o Qs jr 
is obtained, which is good enough (independently on s and Y, dim Y = m; 
cf. Theorems 2.4 and 2.5). 
In Section 3 the proof of the Main Result is carried out (cf. Theorem 3.2 
and Corollary 3.1). This paper was motivated by a problem in functional 
differential equations and from Corollary 3.1 it may be deduced (cf. [lo, 
Section 31) that for any y E R1 the number of linearly independent solutions of 
(0.5) 
fulfilling 
hnnzp eyt I/ x(t)11 < cc (0.6) 
is finite (and an upper bound may be obtained), provided that F fulfils a 
boundedness condition. 
1. DETERMINANT OF LINEAR MAPS 
OF LINEAR FINITE-DIMENSIONAL NORMED SPACES 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (Vi , vi), i = 1, 2 be linear normed spaces, vi(y) 
being the norm of y E Y, , dim Yi = m. Let (Y,‘, vi’) be the adjoint space 
of (Yd , cpi) (i.e., vi(X) = supypy~,lpi(V)~l h(y), X E Y,‘). Let pi be the set of 
m-linear skew-symmetric forms on Yi (exterior m-forms). Introduce the 
norm $J~ on pi by 
$44 = y,E*i~:~~j)il TCY1 )a..) ym)* Cl) 
Let @ : Y, -N Ys be linear. Define & : Ya + Y1 by 
@d(Yl >.** , Ym) = 71(@Yl I...> @Ym>, Yl a*-,ynl E Yl (1.2) 
50S/II/Z-IO 
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and define 
Dt@ = (1.3) 
Note 1.1. For basic properties of exterior forms, see, e.g., [12, Section 91. 
Yi , i = 1, 2 is a one-dimensional linear space. Therefore 
Dt @ = w%)/wl) for any 7j E Pa , 7] # 0 (1.4) 
and 
Dt @ = +r(&) forany~EPa,&(~) = 1. (1.5) 
Moreover, if 5 E P1 , Z+ E Yr , pi,j E R1, Xi = xz1 pi,j~j , i = 1, 2 ,..., VZ, then 
&I ,..., x,) = WBi,j) &, ,..., urn). (1.6) 
DEFINITION 1.2. For m = 1, 2, 3 ,... let M(m) be the set of m x m 
matrices (a,,?) such that a,,? E R1, 1 u,,~ / < 1 for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., m. Define 
g(m) = ,y 2, (ui,d 
al.3 E m 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) If &@y) = v,(y) for y E Yl , then Dt @ = 1. 
(ii) If ( Y3 , v3) is a normed linear space, dim Ya = m and if @, : Y2 + Y3 
is linear, then Dt 0, o @ = Dt @ . Dt @a. 
(iii) If V, 3 V, 3 ... 3 V, are linear subspaces of Yl such that dim Vj = 
m - j + 1, j = l,..., m and if IQ E R1 are such that 
%(@Y) < K+?%(Y) for Y 6 vj, j = l,.,., m (1.7) 
then 
Dt@ <g(m)KlK2’.‘K,. (1.8) 
(i) follows directly from (1.5). (ii) h Id 0 s 0 b viously, if @a is singular. If @a 
is nonsingular, (ii) follows from @a 0 9 = 6 0 &a and from (1.4). The proof 
of (iii) depends on Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let K be the unit sphere of Yl , i.e., K = {y E Yl j Q+(Y) < l}. 
Let wi E Yl be such that 
dWi) = 19 i = 1, 2,..., m (1.9) 
and 
~l~wi+i~+lA~w~~ 2 1 for h,~Rl, 1 ,<i<j<m. (1.10) 
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Then there exist oli,j E R1 for 1 < i < j < m and if 
ui = wi + 5 %,Pj i = 1, 2 ,..., 712, (1.11) 
j=i+l 
lJ= 
1 
yEY~1y=~PI~jr~~i~~1forj=1,2 ,..., ml, 
i-1 
then KC U. 
Proof. It follows from (1.9) and (1 .lO) that there exist (extension of 
linear functionals) pi E Yi’ such that 
P)l’(Pi) = 1, Pi(%) = 1, Pi(wj) = 0 for 1 < i -c j < m. (1.12) 
Find CY~,~, 1 < i < j < m from 
pr~s4+~$i%,jW1) =O k=i+l,...,m (1.13) 
and define ui by (1.11). Then by (l.ll)-(1.13) pi(q) = 1, pk(ui) = 0 for 
i # k, i, k = 1, 2 ,..., m. Therefore y = EL, pi(y)ui for y E Yr . If y $ U, 
then there exists such a j that / pj(y)I > 1 and y $ K which completes 
the proof. 
Let V, 3 V, 3 ... r) V, be linear subspaces of Yr such that dim Vj = 
m-j+l,j=l,..., m.FortE2rdefine 
x(5) = sup kYY 
Y,~Vl,Wl(2/J<l 
1 ,.-,Ym). 
Obviously x is a norm on Y, and ~(6) < @r(t) for E E 9, . 
LEMMA 1.2. $I([) < g(m) x(t)- 
Proof. By compactness there exist wi E Vi, i = 1,2,..., m such that 
x(0 = 5(w, ,w2 ... , w,). It follows from the definition of x that (1.10) is 
fulfilled so that Lemma 1.1 applies. Let ai,j be defined by Lemma 1.1 and 
put yi,$ = oli,j for 1 < i < j < m, yi,$ = 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., m and yi,i = 0 
for 1 < j < i < m; observe that uj = Cr=, Y~,~w, .
Let xi E Yr , vl(xi) < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. By Lemma 1.1 xi E U so that 
there exist /3i,j E RI, 1 ,& 1 < 1, xi = Cz, &ui , i = 1, 2 ,..., m. By (1.6) 
‘3% ,..a, x,) = detU4.d t’(u, ,..., u,) 
= WPJ de&J 8~1 ,-.., urn) 
= WA,j) deth.j> x(0 
and Lemma 1.2 holds, as j det(fii,$)l < g(m), det(y,,J = 1. 
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Proof of (iii). Let the assumptions of 
@s(7) = 1. By (1.5), Lemma 1.2 and (1.7) 
Dt @ = Wf’d < g(m) x&) = g(m) 
(iii) be fulfilled. Let 7 E 2s) 
sup , \ 17(@% ,..a, %J 
G g(m) Y,Eyz~~~~l)<XdYl >...9 Ym) G g(m) Kl 3 K2 p.e.9 %n . 
Theorem 1.1 is proved completely. 
Note 1.2. Let ( Yi , vi), i = 1, 2 be Euclidean spaces, i.e., assume that 
there exist bilinear forms 9; on Yi such that vi(y) = (&(y,~))l/~. Let 
@ : Y, + Y2 be linear. Let er ,..., e, be an orthonormal basis in Yr and let 
fr ,..., fm be an orthonormal basis in Y2 . Then 
Dt Q, = I det(#,(% ,.h>)l. (1.14) 
To show it, define 7 E P, by ~(yr ,...,yJ = det(#,(y, ,fj); g2(~) = 1 as 
fi ,..,, f,,, is an orthonormal basis [cf. Note 1.3, condition for equality in (1.15)]. 
Let xi E Yr , vl(xi) < 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. Apply the orthogonalization process 
to xi , i.e., put u1 = x1 , u2 = x2 - xbl(xl , x2)/t4(xl ,x1), etc. Then 
@77)(x1 ,..*, %n) = (&)(Ul ,..., urn), 44) d 744 G 1, t&i ,ui) = 0 for 
i # j. Hence 
zzz sup rl(@Vl ,.-a, @vm) = I d% ,..., @edI 
~,ox,.v,or~honormal 
and (1.14) holds. 
iVote 1.3. Let (c~,~) be a matrix of order m, ci,i E R1 for i, j = 
Hadamard inequality reads 
/ det(ci,i)l ,( fi (g c:,~)“~. 
i-1 j-1 
Hence 
g(m) < mfm. 
= 1, 2,. . . , m. 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
If (ui,J EM(~) (cf. Definition 1.2) and if det(a,,J = g(m), then it is 
easy to see that there exists a matrix (biSj) E M(m) such that 1 b,,j j = 1 
for i,j = 1, 2 ,..., m and det(b,,) = g(m). Therefore g(m) is an integer for 
m = 1, 2,...; g(1) = 1, g(2) = 2, g(3) = 4 < 3t3 + 5,196, g(4) = 16, 
g(5) = 48, g(6) = 160 [3]. Th ere is a number of results on the problem 
for which m equality holds in (1.16) [4, Chapter 141. As equality in (1.15) 
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holds iff (c~,~) is orthogonal. Therefore equality in (1.16) holds iff there 
exists an orthogonal matrix (&) E M(m), / dd,i / = 1 for i, J’ = 1, 2,..., m; 
such a matrix is called a Hadamard matrix. 
Let # be the set of such m that there exists a Hadamard matrix of order m. 
It is known that A“ contains 
(i) all m = 2”, K = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
(ii) all m = p7: + 1 such that p” + 1 = 0 (mod 4), p being an odd 
prime, 12 = 1, 2, 3 ,... 
(iii) all m = h( pL + l), p being an odd prime, h E P, h 3 2, 
k = 1, 2,... and there are several other sufficient conditions that m E 8. 
Moreover, if hi, h, E 2, then h,h, ES. If m E Z’, m > 2, then m = 0 
(mod 4). 
G. Barba in [5] obtained 
g(m) < (2m - 1)li2(m - l)++l) for m odd (1.17) 
and M. Wojtas in [6] showed that 
g(m) < 2(m - l)(m - 2)+(m-2) for m = 2 (mod 4). (1.18) 
G. F. Clements and B. Lindstrom in [7] estimated g(m) from below; 
they proved that 
g(m) >, (@P for sufficiently large m. (1.19) 
and in [S] it was proved that 
+l$z ( g(m))llm f m-t = 1. (1.20) 
Note 1.4. Theorem 1.1 gives an affirmative answer to the following 
question: Does there exist a map 8 assigning a nonnegative real e(Q) to 
any triple ((Yi , vr), (Y, , v2), @)-(Yi , vi) being a normed linear space, 
dim Yi = m, i = 1,2 and @ : Yi * Y2 being linear-and a sequence h(m), 
m = 1, 2,... in such a way that Theorem 1.1 holds, if Dt is replaced by 0 
and g(m) is replaced by h(m) ? It is convenient to have such 19 and h that 
h(m) has the smallest possible value (say for a fixed m). It was proved in [9] 
that necessarily k(m) > g(m) for m = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
2. THE SETS Q({k,}, {pi}) 
Let X be a Banach space, I] x 11 denoting the norm of x E X. Let {ki), {pi> 
denote sequences of reals such that 
0 = k, < k, < k, < ... ki being integers, 
pi 2 0, i = 0, 1, 2,... (2.1) 
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If W is a linear subspace of X, the codimension of W with respect to X 
will be denoted by codim W = codim(W / X); it will be always finite. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Denote by SZ({&}, {pi}) the set of such linear operators 
Q : X + X that there exists a sequence of linear subspaces Xti) of X such 
that 
x = X(0’ -J X(1’ 3 X(2’ 3 . . . . codim(X(i) 1 X) < ki 
jl Q Ix~i, 11 < pi (Q /x(i) being the restriction of Q to Xci)), i = 0, 1, 2,... . 
Note 2.1. In the above definition the spaces X(r), Xc2),... may depend 
on Q. 
THEOREM 2.1. A linear operator Q : X + X is completely continuous 
z# there exist sequences {ki}, {pi} fuljilling (2.1), lim,+, pi + 0 such that 
Q E Qn(@i>, {pi>). 
Proof of the “;f” part. Let lim,+m pi = 0, Q E G({k,}, (pi}), xj E X, 
(1 xi // < 1, j = 1,2, 3 ,... . Put E = 4. Find i such that pi < 2~ and a 
subspace Y of X such that X = Xu) @ Y. Obviously, dim Y < ki and 
thereexistsK~1suchthatifx=u+y,uEX(i),yEY,then1/y//~KIIx1/. 
Write xj = uj + yi , ui E Xti), yj E Y, j = 1, 2, 3 ,... . As Y is finite- 
dimensional and 11 yj /I < K, there exists a convergent subsequence yjS ; 
put p = max(1, po) and find an integer N > 1 such that I/ yjr - yjS 11 < ~(4p)-l 
if r, s > N. It follows that 
and 
II ujr - ujs II G II %, - xi, II + II Yi, - Yi, II G 3 
II Qxi, - Qxj, II d II Qb, - UJ + II Q(ri, - yd 
< pi * 3 + po * e(4p)-l < E. 
Put xc) = xiN+, for p = 1, 2, 3 ,... . Apply the same procedure to {xi”} 
putting E = t and denote the resulting subsequence by {x:“‘} etc. The 
diagonal sequence xi!’ is a Cauchy sequence and correspondingly Q is 
completely continuous. 
Proof of the “only if”part. Observe that if for every E = 2-“, s = 1,2, 3,... 
there exists a linear subspace W, C X such that rS = codim( W, 1 X) < co 
and II SW II < E II w II for w E W, , then Q E JWJ, {pi)>, k. = 0, p. = II Q II, 
h = C:=, y, , pi = 2-i, i = 1, 2, 3 ,... (X”) = fl”,=, W, , i = 1, 2, 3 ,... ). 
Therefore, if Q $ D for any Sz, then there exists an E > 0 and for any linear 
subspace V C X with codim( V I X) < 00 there exists et E V, z1 # 0 such 
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that /I Qv I/ > E ([v//. Put V, = X and find zli E VI such that // ~1~ I[ = I, 
1, Qni // >, E jl zlr 11. By induction there exist linear functionals t!Ji E X’, 
11 ai ~1 = 1, linear subspaces V, , V, = X, Vi = {x E X 1 Sj(Qx) = 0 for 
j = 1, 2,..., i - l), elements vi E Visuch that 11 vi /I = 1, a,(Qv,) = 11 Qvi 1) 3 E, 
i = 1) 2, 3 ,... . If j < i, then S,(QvJ = 0, aj(Qvj - QvJ = Ij Qvj I/ > E and 
/( Qvj - Qvi /I >, E as //aj /j = 1. {vi> is bounded, {QUi> is not a Cauchy 
sequence, hence Q is not completely continuous. The proof of Theorem 2.1 
is complete. 
Note 2.2. Let 9 be a set of linear operators Q : X + X. Operators 
Q E 9’ will be called uniformly completely continuous, if there exist sequences 
c/z,}, {pi} fulfilling (2.1), lim,*, pi = 0 such that 9 C G({k,}, {pi}). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let m > 1, p 2 1 be integers; find an integer s > 0 
such that 
and define 
m = pk, + y, 0 < r < P(ks+, - 4) (24 
S-l 
qm, p) = p(m) n pp2(""+'-"') . ,$' 
i=O 
0 
~opp”‘+l-“:‘) = 1) 
(2.3) 
DEFINITION 2.3. If Q : X + X is linear and if Y is a finite-dimensional 
linear subspace of X, define Dt Q ly as follows: If Q jy is singular, put 
Dt Q 1 y = 0; if Q ly is nonsingular, define Dt Q /r as in Definition 1 .l, 
putting Y1 = Y, Ya = Q(Y), @ = Q jy , the norms y1 , ~a being induced 
by the injection of Y1 , Y, to X. 
Note 2.3. Let Qi : X + X be linear, i = 1, 2,..., p and let Y be a linear 
subspace of X, dim Y < 0~. Put Y, = Y, Yj = Qj o Qjel o ... o Qr(Y), 
j = 1, 2,..., p - 1. It may be verified easily that 
DtQ,oQ,-lo... 081 IY = fi DtQj IY~+~- 
j=l 
(2.4) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Q E sZ({k<}, (pi}) and let Y be a linear subspace of .X, 
dim Y = m. Then 
Dt Q Iy < E(m, 1). (2.5) 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that Q (r is nonsingular. Find 
an integer s such that k, < m < ksfl and put Y1 = Y, Ya = Q(Y), 
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W, = Y n Xu), pi’ = minj,,,r, .,., f p, , i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., s. Obviously, YI = 
wo3 w,r> .*.I w,, dimWi>m-4, lIQyll~~pi’II~Il for r~J+‘i, 
i = 0, 1, 2 )..., s. Therefore there exist linear subspaces Vj of Yr such that 
Yl = v13 v,3 ...I v,, dimVj=m--j+l, ViCWi ifj>ki+l, 
i = 0, I,,.., S, j = 1, 2 ,..., m and by Theorem 1.1, (iii) Dt Q Ir < 
g(m)(pol)Xl(pl’)kz--Kl(ps’)m-~a < E((m, 1) which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Qj E 52({ki}, {pi}) fov j = 1, 2 ,..., p. Then 
Q, oQv-10 **- 0 Ql E -Q({~ki>> {P?>>. 
Theorem 2.3 follows by induction from the subsequent Lemma. 
Proof. Let Xu) have the same meaning as in Definition 2.1 and let 
Xci) have an analogous meaning with respect to &. Put 
g(i) = {x E X(i) 1 Qx E x(i)}, i = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
Then (1 Q o Qx (( < /?ipi jj x )( for x E Xu), i = 0, 1,2,... and codim(X(i’ 1 X) = 
codim(X(i) / X(“)) + codim(Xu) I X) < ki + k, . 
THEOREM 2.4. Let Qj E sZ((ki}, {pi}) for j = 1, 2 ,..., p. Let Y be a linear 
subspace of X, dim Y = m. Then 
DtQ, oQB-r 0 ... 0 81 I y < +, P). 
Theorem 2.4 follows directly from Theorems 2.3, 2.2 and Definition 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that lim,+, pi = 0. Let c > 0. Then there exist 
integers m 2 1, p 2 1 such that 
(E(m, p))llmp < f . (2.6) 
Proof. Put m = pk, ; p and s will be chosen later. Then 
(E(m, p))ll”” = ( pk,)1/2p $j p:<+rki] ““. 
As 
[ 
S-l 
lim n pfi+l-“i 
I 
l/k, 
= 0, 
s-tm
i=O 
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there exists such an s that 
and then such a p may be found that (2.6) is fulfilled. 
3. A SYSTEM OF OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {hi}, {pi} fuZjiZ (2.1) and let m, p be positive integers. 
There exists a K > 1 such that if Qi E G({&}, {pi}) for j = 1, 2,..., n and if 
Y is a linear subspuce of X, dim Y = m, then 
DtQnOQ,p10 ..a 0 Q1 IF < K[+, p)F’. (3.1) 
Proof. Assume that Qn 0 Qnel 0 ... 0 IQ1 Iy is nonsingular which implies 
that dim Qj 0 Qj-r 0 ... o Q1 \r = m for j = 1,2 ,..., n. Find integers s, r such 
that n =ps+r, 0 <r <p and put Qj =Qiz,~Qj9--1~...~Q(j-1)p+1, 
yj d& ... 0 &r(Y), Y, = Y, j = 1,2 ,..., s. By Theorem 2.4, 
Dtf& lyjml < +, P), j = 1, 2 ,..., s, 
Dt Qn 0 ... 0 Qs,+l ly , G ECm, ~1. 
Hence by (2.4), 
and (3.1) holds with 
< S(m, r) . [S(m, p)]$ 
lc = d!F., 2, Z(m, r) . [E(m, p)]-T/p. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Qj : X -+ X be linear, j = -1, -2, -3 ,... . For 
c > 0 let Z(c) be the set of such (q lj = 0, -1, -2,...} that 
Qjxj = xj+l > j = -1, -2 ,***t (3.2) 
liF>tp ci II xj II < 00. (3.3) 
(Obviously Z(c) is a linear space.) 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let {ki}, {pi} fuljil (2.1), let m, p be positive integers, c > 0. 
IfQj E G’({k,}, {pi}) for j = -1, -2,... and if 
then dim Z(c) < m. 
II+, PI1 (3.4) 
COROLLARY 3.1 (cf. Theorem 2.5). If lim,+, pi = 0 (i.e., if Qi are uni- 
formly completely continuous; cf. Note 2.2), then dim Z(c) < 00 for any E > 0. 
Proof. Assume that dim Z(c) 3 m and find a linear subspace W of 
Z(c) such that dim W = m. Let {w:‘)}, s = 1, 2 ,..., m (j = 0, -1, -2 ,...) 
be a linear basis in W. If EL, /ISwiS) = 0 for some integer i < 0 and some 
flS E RI, then XL, /3SwjS) = 0 for j = i, i + l,..., 0. Therefore there exists 
an integer r < 0 such that wj’), s = I, 2 ,.,., m are linearly independent for 
j < Y. Let Yi be spanned by w:“, s = 1, 2 ,..., m. For h = -1, -2 ,... put 
Qh = Qr-r 0 QT-a 0 ... 0 QT+h. Obviously, &(wz& = WY’, s = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
myr+7J = y, . As {w:“} E WC Z(c), there exists Kr > 0 such that 
Ch II w$!, II < Kl II wy 11. It follows that there exists K, > 0 such that 
ll(& lr,+,)-4 II < c’“‘Kz II Y II for yEY,, h = -1, -2,... . 
By Theorem 1.1 (iii), 
D@h Ir,+,)-’ < c’-Grn, (3.4) 
and by Theorems 1.1, 3.1 and Eq. (3.4), 
1 = Dt<!& Ir,+h)-l 0&h Iv,,, = W&h lu,+,)F1 . Dt &h I yrCh 
< clhlmK 2m . K[E(m, p)]lhllp = KK,“(c[B(m, p)]“““)“‘“’ 
which is less than 1 for I h I sufficiently large and this contradiction makes 
the proof complete. 
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